
CARING FOR YOUR NEW HOUSE PLANT

SENECIA ROWLEYANUS, 
Also known as String of Pearls, 

String of Beads.

Senecio rowleyanus is an intriguing house plant that is also known as String of 
Pearls or String of Beads. Round succulent leaves are attached along its long 
slender stems. Senecia have a delicate appearance but are in fact strong growers, 
with their trailing stems reaching up to 60 - 90cm.  They are ideal for growing in 
hanging baskets and containers, and are an easy to grow succulent plant - limited 
watering needed!

LIKES…
• A nice bright spot - They can tolerate a couple of hours of sunlight a day, but 

keep away from cold draughts
• To be warm - It prefers warm temperatures between 21-27°C from spring 

through fall. In winter provide cool temperature about 13-16°C for this plant.
• To be kept on the dry side - they are drought tolerant as store water in their 

fleshy leaves so neglects suits them!

IDEAL ROOMS
This plant will be happy in any room with bright conditions.

TIPS
• This fascinating succulent can produce white daisy like flowers during the 

summer, which although not showy, do give off a slightly sweet cinnamon 
fragrance.

• Be sure NOT to over water as this will cause the plant to rot.
• It is easy to propagate this plant - snip off a few of the strings, remove 3 or four 

sets of leaves from one end and push these in to a fresh pot of soil - making sure 
to bury the leaf nodes as these are where the roots come from.  Water sparingly 
and the plant will begin to root and Hey Presto! you have another to add to your 
collection of beautiful house plants!

For any other information relating to your houseplant please email frances@plantlife-design.co.uk
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